## Assignment 5 Grade Sheet

### Unit 5 Assignment Rubric: Literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade:</th>
<th>Grading Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A: 108-120 points | • Assignment demonstrates ability to create a quest narrative that uses literary concepts.                                                   
                          • Assignment demonstrates strong reflection and analysis in evaluating how the literary concepts were used, the purpose of the narrative, and how it serves as a call to action.  
                          • Assignment is clearly written and includes APA formatting, including citation of the course text.                           
                          • Assignment meets posted length requirements.                                                                                 |
| B: 96-107.9 points| • Assignment demonstrates ability to create a quest narrative that uses literary concepts.                                                   
                          • Assignment demonstrates reflection and analysis in evaluating how the literary concepts were used, the purpose of the narrative, and how it serves as a call to action.  
                          • Assignment is generally clearly written and includes use of the text, though APA formatting is incomplete.                                    
                          • Assignment meets posted length requirements.                                                                                 |
| C: 84-95.9 points | • Assignment offers a narrative that is lacking in use of literary concepts.                                                   
                          • Assignment is vague in explaining how the literary concepts were used, the purpose of the narrative, and/or how it serves as a call to action.  
                          • Assignment has several mechanical or stylistic errors; partial APA formatting included.                             
                          • Assignment does not meet posted length requirements.                                                                                 |
| D: 72-83.9 points | • Assignment is only partially on topic and lacks demonstration of reflection on concepts.                                                                                                               
                          • Assignment does not demonstrate an understanding of unit learning outcomes and course material.                           
                          • Assignment has several mechanical or stylistic errors; no APA formatting.                                                      
                          • Assignment does not meet posted length requirements.                                                                                 |
| F: 0 – 71.9 points | • Assignment is off topic and does not demonstrate organization or definition.                                                                                                                                
                          • Assignment makes little or no references to unit learning outcomes and course material.                                      
                          • Assignment has several mechanical or stylistic errors.                                                                           
                          • Assignment does not meet posted length requirements.                                                                                 
                          • Assignment is abusive, inappropriate, or plagiarized.                                                                               |